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1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential equations of the type 
P(f)=0 
are considered for differential polynomial matrices P having real 
meromorphic coefficients. The main results are: the lattice of possible 
solution spaces of such equations having singularities only in a prescribed 
set is antiisomorphic to the lattice of the corresponding matrix left prin- 
cipal ideals. The solution spaces of equal dimension can be classified via 
differential isomorphisms. The equivalence classes correspond to certain 
matrix classes defined in algebraic terms. In case no essential singularities 
are present the results are in [6]. The problem of identifying appropriate 
representatives for the classes is only solved in the nonsingular case. The 
restriction to real meromorphic coefficients is due to system theoretic 
applications (see references in [6]) where the coefficients represent time 
functions, though more general complex coefficients would be possible. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be the vector space of real meromorphic functions, D the 
ordinary differential operator. By 9 we denote the ring of differential 
polynomials with coefficients in A’, the elements of .G? being written as 
follows: 
po+p1D+ ... +p,D”, piEd. (2.1) 
Since D is an indeterminate over ~2’ (imbedded in End(A)), F2 is a skew 
polynomial ring [8, 1, 31 which in addition is a simple left and right 
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euclidean domain [2]. We set deg p = n, if in (2.1) Pn # 0. Let 9?,, be the 
ring of n x n matrices, 9, = W. By C%!: we denote the subsemigroup of non- 
zero divisors of 9%?H and by %?‘f, its units. If in 9?,, P = NQ and NE .@A, P and 
Q are called leftassociated, Pz Q. If PM = NQ, M, NE &?i, they are called 
associated, P-Q. For fixed n and p E .%* we set A, = diag( I,..., 1, p) E 9:. 
For any P, QEL$!~ a least common leftmultiple, Iclm(P, Q) E 9:) 
P, QG~:, and a greatest common right divisor, G = gcrd(P, Q) E a,*, exist 
and are both unique modulo Z. See [6] for details. P, Q are called right 
coprime if GZ A,. The foregoing remains valid if left and right are 
interchanged. Finally, 1 I denotes right division in 9?‘,*. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let P, Q E 3:. 
(a) If for some A, BEL%~ we have the relation 
PA=BQ (2.2) 
where A, Q are right coprime and P, B are left coprime, then (2.2) is called 
a coprime relation. 
(b) P is called similar to Q, P A Q, if there is a coprime relation 
(2.2). 
The notation A reminds one that similarity was introduced by Ore [S] 
for polynomials. In this case it is known [l] that L is an equivalence 
relation. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Canonical form for P E .9?‘,* relative to -. 
(a) Every P E .!Ji?‘,* is associated to a matrix A, E ST: for some p E .!J?*. 
(b) For n> 1: A,-A, iffp L q. 
Proof (a) is proved in [ 1 ] and at least implicitly part (b) also. The lat- 
ter is outlined in [6]. 
As an immediate consequence left and right cancellation are allowed in 
9: and left and right inverses coincide. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let PE a,* and P-A,. Then deg P : = deg p. The 
degree function has the properties [6] 
degPQ=degP+degQ (2.3) 
deg P + deg Q = deg lclm( P, Q) + deg gcrd( P, Q) (2.4) 
where P, Q E 9: are arbitrary. 
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3. LATTICES OF SOLUTION SPACES 
Let p as in (2.1) and pn # 0. The solutions of 
p(f)=0 (3.1) 
of course can only have singularities if at least one of the functions pi/p, 
has a pole. The set of reals where at least one pi/p, has a pole always is a 
discrete set. Since the coefficients are real meromorphic the real piecewise 
solutions of (3.1) are related as parts of complex solutions. Therefore one 
must look at the solutions in small neighbourhoods of R in C. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Cut-neigbourhoods ( = CN) of R in C = R + iR: Let 
SC R be a discrete set and U 2 @ be an open set satisfying R z U and s.t. 
({t}+i~lR)nUisconnectedforeverytER.ThenU,:= U\(S+i.R,,)is 
called a CN (relative to S) of R. 
Intersection and union of CN’s are again CN’s and they are always 
simply connected. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let S G R and F, denote the real vector space of 
meromorphic functions f: U, -+ @ with the properties: 
(a) T discrete, T c S; 
(b) U, is a CN; 
(c) f(U,n R)c R. Note that T and U, may depend onJ: 
It is tacitly assumed that the elements of F, are identified according to 
the following congruence relation: If f, g E Fs, f: U, -+ C, g: U, + C, then 
f-g if f=g on U,n U,. The congruence class off determines a unique 
discrete set S, which is the intersection of all R E Iw s.t. g: U, -+ @ is a 
function in Fs congruent to J We identify F@ = .,H and set 9 = &. 9s is 
an 9-leftmodule. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A solution of (3.1) is a function SE 9, f: U,+ C, 
satisfying (3.1) on U,. 
Let kerp = (f~ 9 1 p(f) = 0); then it is easily derived from the results 
in [4] or [S]: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (a) For every p E W* dim ker p = deg p. 
(b) rf S,, = U {S, 1 f~ ker p > and S, E S then p: Fs + Fs is surjective. 
It has been seen that f~ 9’ serves as a natural candidate for a solution of 
(3.1) if one is interested primarily in the real solutions. But probably not all 
f~ F actually occur as a solution. Therefore let tFs = { f~ Z& I p(f) = 0 for 
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some p E a*}. Since W is a p.i.d. tFs is the torsion submodule of Ys con- 
sidered as a left .%?-module. In case S = 4 for f~ 9$, = A?‘, f # 0, and 
p = fD -f one has p(f) = 0. Therefore tF@ = pa. 
DEFINITION 3.5. (a) For PEST’): let ker P= {~GF”” 1 P(f) =O}. 
(b) For fe t(F”) let P,-G 9?‘,* denote a matrix of minimal degree s.t. 
PXf) = 0. P, is called a minimal matrix off 
By definition minimal matrices always exist. Note that t(Fn) = (tF)n as 
9-leftmodules and that tB” is also an 9&-leftmodule. 
Kernels, minimal matrices, and the degree function have the following 
properties: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let P, Q E ,!?I?‘,*, G = gcrd(P, Q), K= lclm(P, Q), and 
P=LA,M, Q=NA,O. 
(a) dim ker P=deg P; and dim ker P< CC iff PEB,*. 
(b) kerPckerQ iffPl,Q. 
(c) ker Pn ker Q = ker G. 
(d) kerP+kerQ=kerK. 
(e) If for f E t9” P(f) = 0 then Pf 1 r P. Every two minimal matrices 
for the same f E W-” are leftassociated, 
(f) Pzlclm(P,,,..., P,J where Ph are minimal matrices for some 
fi E ker P. 
(g) Iff = CO,..., 0, cp] TV tB” then Pf= Ap,. Iff E tF-” and VE 9: then 
P vcn V = P,. If moreover P,= UA, V then V(f) = CO,..., 0, cp] T and pzpW. 
Remarks. (i) Like lclm and gcrd the minimal matrices are only unique 
modulo left associativity and can be normed by means of the Hermite- 
Upper-Triangular-Form. The corresponding result in [7] works also for 92. 
(ii) Part (f) for n = 1 gives a decomposition for the polynomials in 
W. It is not related to the primary decomposition [S, l] but to the fourth 
decomposition theorem of Ore [S]. Unfortunately there are no nice uni- 
queness theorems. See also Example (5.3). 
(iii) Part (g) is only included to illustrate the interplay between 
minimal polynomials and minimal matrices and will not be proved. 
ProoJ: (a) One observes ker P = AC ’ ker A,. Since A4 is an 
isomorphism and dim ker A, = dim ker p the first statement follows while 
the second is obvious. 
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(b) The if part is trivial. For the converse we proceed in two steps: 
(i) n = 1: degp < deg q by Proposition 3.4. Therefore q = up + b 
where a # 0 and deg b < deg p. Since ker p c ker q we have b(ker p) = {0}, 
thus b = 0. 
(ii) n>l: First one notes that kerd,ckerPM-‘GkerQM-’ 
and ker A, = {CO,..., 0, cp]’ 1 cp E ker p}. Let Q&C1 = R = (R,) and Ri the 
ith column of R. Then by (i) R, =a,p for some a,~S2*. Let 
A = [R ,,..., Rflpl, [a, ,..., a,] ‘1 then AA, = R or equivalently AL-‘P = Q. 
(c) The statement is valid because G = AP + BQ for some A, BE SST,,, 
see [6]. 
(d) dim(ker P + ker Q) = dim(ker P) + dim(ker Q) - dim(ker P 
n ker Q). Since ker P + ker Q G ker K, by (2.4) and parts (a) and (c) the 
assertion is proved. 
(e) Let H= gcrd(P, Pf) then H(f) = 0 by (c) and Pf= AH for some 
A E W,*. Equation (2.3) now yields deg A = 0, i.e., A E Wj,, since Pf was to 
be minimal. Whence Pfl,P. Now let Pr be another minimal matrix for f 
then Pf= UP; and Pi= VP,. Applying the cancellation rule it follows that 
u, veLz-2;. 
(f) Assume fi ,...,f, generate ker P as a real vector space, let Ph be a 
minimal matrix for fi, and set P’=lclm(Pf,,..., Pf,). By (b) and (e) it 
follows that P= UP’ and by (b) P’= VP. Now as in the proof of (e) this 
implies U, V E 9%‘: and therefore PCZ P’. 1 
DEFINITION 3.7. A subspace VE tF” is called complete if for every fE V 
ker P,.c V. 
Remarks. (i) By Proposition 3.6(e) for PEW,* ker P is always com- 
plete. 
(ii) In terms of complex analysis the differential equation (3.1) has 
the following property: Let U be a simply connected open domain in @ and 
fi : U -+ @ be a solution of (3.1). If fi : U + @ is obtained by analytic con- 
tinuation of fi then fi is also a solution; see, e.g., [4, 51. If one therefore 
starts with a particular solution f then ker pf in general automatically con- 
tains further linearly independent solutions obtained by analytic con- 
tinuation. The notion “complete” therefore just reflects this fact in algebraic 
terms. To illustrate this consider the complex logarithm on, say, 
U=C\i.iw3,; then InzEkerp= {f: U-C 1 p(f)=O} implies 1Ekerp. 
(iii) In the time-invariant case one considers R [D]” x ’ instead of 9&. 
One then has a more complicated canonical form, the Smith form [7]. But 
minimality of matrices can nevertheless be defined by means of the deter- 
minant. P, is then a matrix with minimal degree of its determinant. In this 
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context minimality corresponds to D-invariance, i.e., PJ is minimal for f iff 
ker Pr= R[D](f) 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let V be a finite-dimensional subspace of t4" then V 
is complete i f f  V = ker P for some P E 92:. 
Proof Let f ,  ,..., f ,  generate V. If V is complete then ker Pr, + ... + 
ker Pfm = V and therefore by Proposition 3.6(d) ker lclm(Pf, ,..., Pf,) = V. 
The converse is a consequence of Proposition 3.6(e). 
The results in Propositions 3.8 and 3.6(b), (c), (d) can be summarized as 
follows in a slightly more general form: 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let SE R, 5s = {f E 9 ( S+ S}, V, = {finite- 
dimensional complete subspaces of t@;}, and finally I,= {principal left 
ideals of B,, whose generator has its kernel in V’s}. Then: (V,, C, n, + ) and 
(I,, C, n, + ) are lattices and ker: I, + V, is an antiisomorphism. 
For S= @ in [6] the following additional result is derived: V, is the full 
lattice of finite-dimensional subspaces of Pa = A". 
4. DIFFERENTIALLY ISOMORPHIC SOLUTION SPACES 
In the lattice structure of solution spaces those spaces having equal 
dimension can be further classified by differential isomorphy, which 
corresponds to similarity as defined in Definition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let V, W be subspaces of 8”. We say V and W are 
differentially isomorphic, V - D W, if there is AE~‘,* s.t. A: V-+ W is an 
isomorphism. 
Based on the results of Section 3 one now obtains rather immediately the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let P, Q E 9’,*, P = LA,M, Q = NA, 0. 
(a) Forn>1:PLQiffP-QoriffpAq.Asaconsequencekisan 
equivalence relation for n > 1 too. 
(b) Q 2 P iff ker Q - D ker P. Thus wD is an equivalence relation 
too. For n > 1 the differential isomorphism can always be chosen from a,‘,. 
(c) Any finite-dimensional complete subspace of t.F* is differentially 
isomorphic to ker A, for some p E B* which can be chosen arbitrarily within 
its similarity class. 
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(d) Differential isomorphy is compatible with completeness, more 
precisely: Let f E tF”“, A E a,*, and V E tS” be complete. Then A(ker P,) = 
ker pAcf, and A(V) is complete. 
ProojI (a) The only-if-part needs proof only. Let P= LA,A4, 
Q = NA,O and assume (2.2) is coprime. Then 
A,A = Ed,, (4.1) 
where A = MAO - ’ and B = L - ‘BN, is still cornprime. Equation (4.1) 
means in particular 
PA,, = %79, PA,, = &;, and 
A, = I?, q for 1 <i<n- 1. 
(4.2) 
Let g=gcrd(Ai,,,,q). Clearly gl,A, for l<i<n-1. Thus A, is a right 
divisor of A and A,. The coprimeness of (4.1) yields gz 1 and therefore 
(4.2) is right coprime. Left coprimeness is derived similarly. As a result 
P ,Z q and therefore by Proposition 2.2(b) we conclude P-Q. 
(b) Only for n = 1 the only-if part needs proof. Let therefore a: ker- 
q + kerp be an isomorphism, a, p, qE9*. Then ker q E ker pa and by 
Proposition 3.6(b) pa = bq for some b ~9?*, where coprimeness is to be 
proved. Clearly a, q are right coprime by Propositon 3.6(e) since a is an 
isomorphism. It is impossible to cancel a common left factor of p and b 
since in case p’a = b’q still a(ker q) E ker p’ and thus deg p’ 2 deg p = deg q. 
(c) is a consequence of (a) and (b). 
(d) Since (P A)(f) = 0, P, must be a right divisor of P,(/,A. For 
some BE 9 * ’ n thereto;: 
P,,,-,A = BP,-. (4.3) 
This relation is left comprime, for if P’A = B’P, then P’(A(f )) =0 and 
therefore Pacfj lr P’. Thus P,({.,A = lclm(A, Pr) and deg(P,,/,A = 
deg Pacfj + deg A = deg A + deg P, - deg G, where G = gcrd(A, Pr). This 
gives deg PACIj = deg P,- deg G. For the linear map A: ker P/+ A(ker Pr) 
one has dim A( ker P, ) = dim ker P, - dim( ker A n ker Pr) = deg P, - 
deg G. Since by (4.3) A(ker P,)G ker PA(,) we have proved 
A(ker Pr) = ker PACf,, while the second part of the statement (d) is now 
obvious. 
Remark. The foregoing results for fixed SG R give an equivalence class 
structure in the lattice V, (resp. Z,) only spaces of equal dimension lying in 
one equivalence class. The class structure in case n = 1 completely deter- 
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mines the one for n > 1. It seems interesting to determine typical represen- 
tatives. For S= 0 this is done in [6]. In this case every m-dimensional 
subspace of t.95 = A!” is differentially isomorphic to ker do,,,. 
5. EXAMPLES 
(5.1) This example shows that there are minimal polynomials of 
arbitrary order. Take S = (0) and let p = (to + 1) Dk. Let furthermore f be 
any function in Ys s.t. Dk (f) = l/t. Then p is a minimal polynomial for f 
and kerp= (1, t ,..., tkp',f),. 
(5.2) This example shows that in case S# /zr there is more than one 
similarity class. Let S = { 0}, p = (tD + 1) D, and q = t2D2 + (2t + 1) D; then 
kerp=(l,In Itl)R and kerq=(l,e”‘)..p and q are not similar. 
(5.3) This example shows that the decomposition in Proposition 3.6(f) 
in general is liner than primary decomposition but that different decom- 
positions of the same polynomial are not related by similarity as is the case 
in primary decompositions. This and the fact that the ker PL may intersect 
represent a difficulty in the study of similarity classes via decomposition. In 
case S= /zr every minimal decomposition according to Proposition 3.6(f) is 
primary. Now let p=(l-t)fD3+(2-4t)D2-220, a=tD2+D, 
b=(t-1)D2+D, S={O,l). Then a=P,,,,,, b=P ,“,, -,,, p=lclm(a,b), 
and p does not have a proper decomposition p = lclm(a’, b’) where at the 
same time gcrd(a’, b’) = 1. 
Moreover, let f=ln ItI +ln It- 11 and g=ln )tl -In Jt- 11; then jT j: 2, 
go A? and therefore u =fD -7 and v =gD -g are elements of B. The 
minimal polynomials off and g are P,= U. D, P, = v. D. One easily checks 
that Iclm( P,, Pg) zp while gcrd( P/, Pg) z D z gcrd(a, b). Furthermore any 
two different polynomials in {a, b, Pr, PR} are nonsimilar. The verification 
of the latter is easy if one applies the rule that in (2.2) one always can 
assume deg A = deg B < deg P = deg Q. 
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